
USMNEWS.net Reader Snippets RE Doty to UT-Tyler 
 

“What a surprise!  The [UT-]Tyler folks did not know of Susan [Doty] or that she was a new 
faculty member with them. . . . this news [i]s only the first surprise of many, and they will get 
much worse. . . . Am I the only only laughing that [Harold Doty] will be there [working at UT-
Tyler] the Monday after finals/commencement here [at USM] on Friday?  Talk about pent-up 
administrative lust . . . .” 
 
“I’m sure there are some who want to grab the collective business faculty at [UT-]Tyler, shake them, and shout 
“Wake up!”  There is really no excuse for being surprised that [their new dean Harold] Doty would hire [his 
wife] Susan [Doty] as an economics faculty there.  Surely the [UT-]Tyler folks were visiting USMNEWS and 
had the opportunity to learn about her job in economics at USM.  Doty was making about $155,000 as dean 
when he hired her at $50,000 [in 2007].  Then he got demoted salary-wise to about $125,000 after he stepped 
down as COB dean [in April of 2007].  That cut their total income by about $30,000.  I’m betting that [UT-
]Tyler is not paying him anywhere near $155,000 to be dean there, and that Susan will not be making anywhere 
near $50,000 to teach economics there.  They want the money, so she’s teaching, even if it’s for well below 
$50,000.  The whole hiring [of Susan at USM] was a farce.  [EFIB chairman George] Carter put together a 
sham of a committee in [William] Gunther and [Akbar] Marvasti and they picked Susan.  They even screwed a 
qualified economist at [Mississippi] State [University] out of the position.  The whole thing was covered on 
USMNEWS.  The part about Carter referring to Susan as “Ms. Doty” in emails to faculty during the whole 
episode is classic. . . .” 
 
“. . . Where the hell is Tyler[, Texas,] anyway?” 
 
“H[arold Doty] is supposed to arrive [at UT‐Tyler as new dean there] on May 11th; no word on if 
that is his start date or just full‐time duty annoying everyone there. I am sure his poor students 
[at USM] are in for a treat the last week of class and on the final.” 


